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Although optically activated high power photoconductive semiconductor switches~PCSS! are
usually triggered using uniform illumination, under select conditions they can be activated and
closed in,1 ns with a spot of light near the contacts. This observation requires free carriers to either
travel at speeds faster than their saturation velocity or for there to be a carrier generation mechanism
that propagates with similar speeds. A two-dimensional time-dependent computer model of a GaAs
high power switch has been employed to investigate these observations, and activation of PCSS by
spots of light in particular. Results from the model suggest that the transport of band-to-band
recombination radiation plays an important role in propagating electrons across the switch when the
switch is closed with a spatially nonuniform laser pulse. Reabsorption of the recombination
radiation and photogeneration of carriers is a mechanism which generates free carriers in the gap
between the contacts at speeds greater than saturation velocity. The results also indicate that the
switch is sensitive to the location of the activating laser pulse. Less laser fluence is required to close
the switch if illumination occurs near the cathode rather than near the anode. ©1996 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!03004-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

High power~many to tens kV, tens A to kAs! photocon-
ductive semiconductor switches~PCSS! operate by varying
the conductivity of the semiconductor through photon a
sorption. Shining band-gap~or shorter wavelength! radiation
from a laser on the sample generates electron–hole pair
photon absorption thereby increasing the conductivity of
sample and closing the switch.1–4 PCSS typically operate in
linear or nonlinear switching modes. In the linear mod
there is no carrier avalanche, and so the carrier densit
determined by the photon absorption. In the nonlinear mo
which is experimentally observed only in direct band-g
semiconductors, the carrier density increases not o
through the absorption of the laser light but also by g
mechanisms. Although gain mechanisms such as carrier
lanche are possible in Si, the nonlinear mode has yet to
observed. The switch remains closed for the duration of la
illumination or until the photogenerated carriers recombi
Since in the linear mode the only source of excess carr
comes from the optical radiation, the change in the cond
tivity of the switch is nearly linearly proportional to the in
tensity of the optical radiation. The absence of nonlinear
fects therefore allows for a more controllable closing a
opening of the switch.

In the nonlinear mode, gain mechanisms associated
high electric fields~that is, above a threshold voltage! mul-
tiply the initial electron–hole pairs generated by the a
sorbed photons. The carriers necessary for closing the sw
are therefore only partially provided by the laser photo
neration and therefore less laser fluence is required to c
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the switch. Possible sources of gain in the nonlinear switc
ing mode include band-to-band impact ionization and tr
impact ionization. In general the minimum optical energ
required to close a switch in the nonlinear mode decrease
the average electric field across the switch increases. T
functional dependence between the optical trigger ene
and the applied electric field, however, is not we
understood.1

Gain mechanisms enable closing of PCSS operating
the nonlinear mode even when the device is only partia
illuminated by the trigger laser. One example of this beha
ior is the triggering of PCSS with a spot of light locate
between the contacts. When the switch is closed in this fa
ion, triggering is most efficient when the spot of light i
physically located near the contacts. For example it is po
sible to close a GaAs PCSS with spots of laser light of 0.5mJ
near the cathode or 2–3mJ near the anode. More laser en
ergy is required to close the switch if the laser spot is ce
tered between the contacts and the spot diameter is sm
compared to the contact separation.2 Triggering the switch
with small spots of light located near a contact does n
appreciably change the current delay and rise times fro
those usually observed in PCSS operating in the nonlin
mode. This observation implies that there is a mechanism
rapid generation of carriers across the insulating gap. T
method of this carrier transport is such that carriers appea
travel at speeds greater than the saturation velocity. E
mates of this speed range as high as ten times the satura
velocity.3

Closing PCSS in the nonlinear mode enables a large
duction in the optical trigger energy compared to the energ
required when operating in the linear mode.4 The gain that
produces this reduction in the trigger energy also affects
trigger delay time~the time between application of the trig
ger laser and switch closure!, jitter, and the rate at which the
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switch closes. These attributes are no longer directly co
trolled by the optical trigger as in the linear mode but also
the generation of carriers through gain mechanisms. Since
the carriers which are required for switch closure are n
generated by the trigger laser, there is a delay time associ
with generating the extra carriers~the trigger delay time!
through gain mechanisms. The trigger delay time is genera
inversely proportional to the average applied electric fie
across the switch. At sufficiently high voltages, the trigg
delay time is short, and so the switching speed is essenti
the same as a linear switch having the same carrier den
At low voltages, the trigger delay time may vary from puls
to pulse. Therefore, the jitter~a measure of the scatter in th
time required for switch closure! is usually larger than that
found in linear switches. The jitter, however, decreases as
voltage is increased.

The closing phase of the switching cycle is typicall
initiated by laser light having a photon energy greater th
the GaAs band-gap energy. The absorption length of a p
ton having the band-gap energy in GaAs is 2mm.5 Therefore,
carriers are generated only at the surface of the switch. If
GaAs is semi-insulating with impurity levels in the gap,
laser having subband-gap energy could be used to trigger
switch. The absorption length at these wavelengths may
long enough to generate carriers throughout the bulk of
switch. For example, 1.054mm ~Nd:glass laser! has an ab-
sorption length.1 mm5 and carriers can be generate
throughout a switch. A 10 mJ, 540 ns pulse at 1.05mm is
sufficient to lower the resistance of a 5 mm cube GaAs
switch to'1 V.6

The phenomenon of linear and nonlinear modes is a
observed in thyristors. Current rise times in GaAs thyristo
operating in a nonlinear mode are five times smaller than
Si thyristors operating in the linear mode.7 The closing times
of GaAs thyristors are also shorter than the transit time
carriers crossing the base layers when traveling at their sa
ration velocity.8 It is believed that internal generation an
absorption of photons within the base region are importa
mechanisms for the fast turn-on.9

Nonlinear processes in PCSS have previously been
vestigated by modeling and simulation.10,11 These models
have recognized different mechanisms as being importan
explaining lock-on and filament formation. These mech
nisms include avalanche,12 electric field dependent trap
filling,13 metastable impact ionization,14 localized impact
ionization,15 and double-injection and carrier trapping.16 In
this work, a previously developed model17 to investigate
GaAs~Si:Cu! PCSS has been applied to investigating th
closing of PCSS by spots of light. The model is a two
dimensional drift–diffusion formulation that accounts fo
negative differential resistance and severe density gradie
which enhance electric fields to values high enough for im
pact ionization to become viable. Using this model we sho
that photogeneration by absorption of recombination rad
tion is an important mechanism for generating carriers
PCSS and producing effective carrier velocities which a
pear to be larger than the saturation velocity. The model w
be briefly described in Sec. II, followed by a discussion
our results in Sec. III. Our concluding remarks are in Sec.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 4, 15 February 1996
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

A. Particle transport

The particle transport portion of the model we have us
in this study has been previously described~Ref. 17! and so
will be only briefly discussed here. The model is a two
dimensional simulation of a PCSS using a drift diffusio
formalism. The previously described model addressed
bistable GaAs PCSS doped with Cu and Si. Here, we co
sider only intrinsic GaAs and so exclude the Cu and
states. The densities of electrons and holes are tracked w
solving Poisson’s equation for the electric potential using
semi-implicit algorithm. The spatial derivatives are couche
using finite difference and donor-cell techniques on a no
uniformly spaced rectilinear mesh. The 64364 computa-
tional mesh is concentrated at the contacts. Any bound
which is not set to a voltage has the component of the el
tric field normal to its surface set to zero. In the circuit po
tion of our model the switch is in parallel with a 50 pF
capacitance, and in series with a 20 nH inductor and 50V
load.

The semiconductor device we have modeled is an intr
sic GaAs coplanar switch. GaAs typically has residu
amounts of shallow acceptors such as carbon and zinc wh
are trapped by the native donor EL2 thereby decreasing
free carrier concentration of the semiconductor. The abse
of free carriers in the material raises its resistance to t
point that it is referred to as semi-insulating GaAs. O
model does not explicitly take into account these deep tr
levels and the term intrinsic GaAs is employed to emphas
the absence of these deep levels.

B. Band-to-band recombination radiation

After the production of large carrier densities from th
laser pulse~'1017 cm23!, recombination immediately be-
gins. In direct band-gap semiconductors, band-to-band
combination usually produces a photon having the band-g
energy. This photon can be reabsorbed, thereby creating
electron–hole pair. With the large carrier densities typical
high power semiconductor switch operation, this reabso
tion may be a significant process. For example, with carr
densities of 1017 cm23 and a recombination coefficient of
10210 cm3 s21, the source of recombination radiation is 1024

cm23 s21 or 1015 cm23 ns21.
Implementing transport of band-to-band recombinatio

radiation using a full radiation transport algorithm woul
have unacceptably increased computer time for the calcu
tion. As an approximation, radiation transport is imple
mented in the model using a diffusion formalism. It shou
be noted that Holstein18 has shown that simulating the ab
sorption and emission of light quanta cannot be formulat
exactly in terms of a diffusion equation. The purpose of th
work, however, is to investigate the possible importance
the effect and so the approximations we make are adequ
Holstein, however, also recognized that although using a d
fusion equation for radiation transport is not exact, the tre
ment does show fair agreement with a full radiation transp
calculation in many cases. A more thorough investigati
2085P. J. Stout and M. J. Kushner
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~which these results indicate is warranted!, will require a
more detailed radiation transport calculation.

The recombination radiation is represented as a pho
densitynf , which diffuses throughout the switch to a stead
state distribution every time step~'5.0310213 s!, which is
commensurate with the photon transport time across the
tacts. The photon transport diffusion equation used in
model is

d

dt
@nf#5Df¹2nf1nenpkr2

nf

tf
50, ~1!

whereDf is the photon diffusion coefficient,np andne are
the densities of electrons and holes,kr is the recombination
coefficient, andtf is the reabsorption time. The absorptio
termnf/tf is also added to the continuity equations for ele
trons and holes as source terms. The values forDf andtf are
determined by equating the absorption length of the ligh
the absorption coefficienta553103 cm21,

tf'Fa
c

Ae r
G21

'10214 s, ~2!

Df5
1

a2tf
'43106 cm2/s. ~3!

III. LIGHT ACTIVATION OF A PCSS WITH LASER
SPOT

To investigate switching of PCSS in the nonlinear mo
using a spot of light, we have modeled a coplanar geom
for an intrinsic GaAs switch as shown in Fig. 1~a!.1–4 The
view we have addressed is from the top, as shown in

FIG. 1. Schematic of the switch geometry addressed in this study.~a! The
coplanar configuration has both contacts in the same plane as shown i
side view.~b! Top view of the coplanar switch as addressed by the mo
The typical dimensions are 33130.4–0.5 mm3. ~c! The photon fluxF
~W cm22! distribution used in the model. It is spatially Gaussian with
peak 0.25 mm from the contact for light spot activation near the cathod
2086 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 4, 15 February 1996
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1~b!. The contacts are separated by 1.0 mm and are 3.0 m
wide. The depth of the switch is 0.4–0.5 mm. The comput
tional mesh ends at the interface between the contact a
semiconductor. As a result the carriers under the contacts
not resolved. The anode~at the left-hand side! and the cath-
ode ~at the right-hand side! are both current injecting. The
holdoff voltage is 3 kV. Att50, only thermally generated
free carriers are present. The closing laser pulse has a pho
energy corresponding to the GaAs band gap, with a typic
intensity distribution in the spot ofF52–23 kW/cm2 as
shown in Fig. 1~c!. The laser pulse has a Gaussian tempor
shape with a full width at half-maximum of 2 ns with the
peak arriving at 6 ns. It should be emphasized that optic
carrier generation is being obtained by valence-t
conduction band transitions and not through intermedia
trapping levels in the gap as in some semi-insulating Ga
switches. The spatially Gaussian laser pulses spots are
plied either near the anode or cathode.

Uniform illumination of the top of the switch uniformly
increases the carrier concentration between the conta
which results in a rapid reduction in the resistance of th
switch. A spot of light as a trigger, however, generates car
ers only locally. Some form of carrier transport is therefor
required before the switch can close. That transport cou
simply be the drift of carriers, however the short closin
times imply carrier speeds in excess of their saturation v
locities. Therefore, a mechanism is required which enab
carriers to traverse the switch at speeds greater than the s
ration velocity in order to close the switch in the observe
times. As discussed in Sec. I, one such process is transp
and reabsorption of band-to-band recombination radiation

The voltage across our switch is shown in Fig. 2 for las
spot activation near the cathode when radiation transpor
and is not included. Without radiation transport, the holdo
voltage across the device was lowered only by'30%. The
switch fails to fully close and soon recovers to its open sta
With radiation transport included, the switch closes with

this
el.

its
e.

FIG. 2. Switch voltage as a function of time for a coplanar intrinsic GaA
device activated with a spot of light near the cathode~F51023 cm22 s21!.
Results are also shown for excluding radiation transport, avalanche,
negative differential resistance. Radiation transport is an important proc
for switch closure when activating with a spot of light. Without radiatio
transport the switch fails to close. Without the gain mechanism provided
avalanche the switch closes at a slower rate. Without negative differen
resistance the switch closes at a moderately slower rate.
P. J. Stout and M. J. Kushner
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95% reduction in holdoff voltage 1 ns after the application
the laser pulse. For these conditions the rapid generation
small carrier densities at the leading edge of the high co
ductivity region by photoabsorption, coupled with avalanch
is sufficient to propagate carriers across the switch. The
lay between the peak of the laser pulse~6 ns! and actual
closing of the switch~7 ns! is expected given the finite trig-
ger delay time required to produce the critical density
carriers.

It is interesting to compare the consequences of exclu
ing or including other physical processes to determine if r
diation transport is indeed a necessary process.~See Fig. 2.!
If negative differential resistance and velocity overshoot a
excluded while including radiation transport, the closing o
the switch takes slightly longer but the switch does close.
radiation transport is included and avalanche is neglect
the device will also close but on yet a longer time scal
Avalanche appears essential for fast current rise times wh
spot illumination is used.

A time sequence of the spatially dependent electric fie
when radiation transport is included is shown in Fig. 3. Th
anode is at the top of each frame and the cathode is at
bottom. When the spot of light is applied near the catho
with a laser flux similar to Fig. 1~c!, excess carriers are in-
troduced which increases the conductivity in that region a
excludes the electric field. The electric potential therefo

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the electric field for light activation near th
cathode with radiation transport considered. The anode is at the top of e
frame; the cathode is at the bottom. The electric potential is compressed
the anode when the laser spot is introduced and a conductive regio
produced. At switch closure the electric field completely collapses at bo
anode and cathode.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 4, 15 February 1996
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compresses near the anode~2.5 ns!. As switching proceeds~4
ns! the electric field continues to collapse in the higher con
ductivity region and the remaining voltage is compresse
near the anode. As radiation transport, photogeneration, a
avalanche extend the conductive region, the electric fie
continues to collapse and a smaller voltage is compressed
the anode. The electric field finally completely collapses
6.5 ns, with a commensurate decrease in the switch res
tance, which signals switch closure. As the potential is com
pressed to the anode during commutation, the rate of clos
increases as the rate of avalanche increases at the front.

The absorption and reemission of band-gap radiatio
also lengthens the effective lifetime of the carriers in a pro
cess analogous to radiation trapping in gases.18 As a result,
radiation transport contributes to switch closure not only du
to the rapid expansion of the conduction region but secon
arily due to a lengthening in the effective lifetime of the
carriers. No doubt the measurement of carrier lifetimes
bulk semiconductors already has a component of radiati
trapping. This effect is amplified in regions of density grad
ents. For example, contrast the electric field which resu
when radiation transport is excluded, as shown in Fig. 4~a!,
with the electric field with radiation transport~Fig. 3!. ~Note
that Figs. 4–6 show quantities for only half of the symmetr

ach
ear
is
th

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the electric field for various conditions. The
anode is at the left-head side, and cathode at the right-hand side of e
frame. Values are shown only for half of the symmetric switch. Time frame
are shown from left to right. Results are shown for activation~a! near the
cathode without radiation transport,~b! near the cathode without carrier
avalanching,~c! near the anode, and~d! near the cathode without negative
differential resistance.
2087P. J. Stout and M. J. Kushner
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cally illuminated switch. The anode is on the left-hand sid
and the cathode is on the right-hand side of each frame.! At
4 ns ~2 ns before the peak of the laser pulse! the electric
fields with and without radiation transport appear similar. A
the peak of the laser pulse is passed~6.5 ns!, the potential
without radiation transport is still compressed near the ano
producing a large field due to the lack of carriers near t
contact. With radiation transport, photogeneration produc
carriers near the contact which rapidly avalanche. At 8 n
the switch without radiation transport still has a large pote
tial drop near the anode; whereas with radiation transpo
the potential has completely collapsed. In the absence of
generation of carriers due to the reabsorption of recombi
tion radiation, the electrons traveling at the saturation velo
ity are not fast enough to cross the switch and collapse
potential near the anode. During their slow transit, their de
sity also decreases due to recombination losses, and
switch ultimately recovers to the open state.

The electron and hole densities are shown in Figs. 5~a!
and 6~a!, respectively, for light activation near the cathod
when radiation transport is included. The electrons are i
tially swept toward the anode and the holes toward the ca
ode as they are introduced near the cathode by the la

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the electron density for various conditions. Th
anode is at the left-hand side and cathode at the right-hand side of e
frame. Values are shown for only half of the symmetric switch. Time fram
are shown from left to right. The contours are labeled with the log~base 10!
of the electron density~cm23!. Results are shown for light activation~a!
near the cathode with radiation transport,~b! near the cathode without ra-
diation transport,~c! near the cathode without carrier avalanching, and~d!
near the anode.
2088 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 4, 15 February 1996
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Photon transport and reabsorption at the edge of the cond
tive region produce carriers in regions of high electric field
Avalanche then extends the conductive region. The fact th
electron drift is in the direction of propagation of the con
ductive region gives the false impression the electrons a
swept by the field into the anode. Since the speed of prop
gation of the front is faster than the saturation velocity of th
electrons, the majority of apparent motion is due to radiatio
transport, reabsorption, and avalanche.

The electron and hole densities are shown in Figs. 5~b!
and 6~b!, respectively, when radiation transport is neglected
The electron density at 6.5 ns is nearly an order of magnitu
larger ~1016 cm23! near the anode with radiation transpor
@Fig. 5~a!# compared to when radiation transport is ne
glected. In the absence of radiation transport, the electro
spread laterally even more, albeit with a smaller density. R
diation transport appears to narrow the electron swarm sin
avalanche at the edge of the expanding front is preferentia
along the axis.

A time evolution of the electric field when intrinsic ava-
lanching of carriers is excluded is shown in Fig. 4~b!. The
electron and hole densities for these cases are shown in F
5~c! and 6~c!, respectively. Avalanche is an important proces
in moderating large electric fields. The carriers generated
avalanche in regions of high electric field increase the loc
conductivity, thereby reducing the electric field. Removin

e
ach
es

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the hole density. The layout is the same as in Fi
5. The contours are labeled with the log~base 10! of the hole density
~cm23!. Results are shown for light activation~a! near the cathode with
radiation transport,~b! near the cathode without radiation transport,~c! near
the cathode without carrier avalanching, and~d! near the anode.
P. J. Stout and M. J. Kushner
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avalanche from the model allows the electric field to unco
ditionally increase near the anode, as seen in Fig. 4~b!, which
reduces the mobility of the carriers due to velocity satur
tion. The carriers produced by intrinsic avalanche are ess
tial for rapid switch closure. The electron and hole densitie
when intrinsic avalanche is excluded, are similar to tho
obtained with avalanche in the bulk of the switch. Exce
electrons at the anode and excess holes at the cathode
cally obtained with avalanche@Figs. 5~a! and 6~a!# are, how-
ever, no longer observed.

An investigation was also made into the sensitivity o
switch closure on the location of the laser spot. For examp
the current through the switch is shown in Fig. 7 for the sp
located near the cathode or near the anode. The switch clo
more rapidly and conducts more current with laser illumin
tion near the cathode, which agrees with experimental obs
vations by Zutavernet al.2 At 7 ns, the switch activated near
the cathode has completely closed, whereas the switch a
vated near the anode is still in commutation.

The electric field is shown in Fig. 4~c! for laser activa-
tion near the anode. In general, the electric field near t
cathode does not collapse on the time scale required for ra
switching. Some reduction occurs, but a complete collap
does not. Electric field collapse near both contacts is requi
for complete switching, as shown in Fig. 3 for a light spo
near the cathode. The electron and hole densities for acti
tion near the anode are shown in Figs. 5~d! and 6~d!. Even
with the electron densities approaching 1017 cm23 near the
anode, the device does not completely close in the times
interest. Activation near the anode appears to rely primar
on transport of electrons created by photoionization with
smaller contribution from avalanche since the net drift
electrons is toward the anode and not into the region of lo
conductivity near the cathode. Activation near the catho
produces avalanche in the direction of advance of the pho
generated carriers and onto the low conductivity regio
Comparing the electron density for activation near the ca
ode @Fig. 5~a!# and the hole density for activation near th
anode@Fig. 6~d!#, there is less production of holes by ava

FIG. 7. Current as a function of time for a coplanar intrinsic GaAs switc
activated with a spot of light near the cathode and a spot of light near
anode. Activating the switch with a spot of light near the cathode is mo
effective in closing the switch than activation near the anode. This is d
mainly to the lower threshold for avalanching for electrons compared
holes.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 4, 15 February 1996
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lanche near the anode than for that by the electrons near
cathode. This may delay the closing of the switch for th
anode triggered case.

The overshoot of the electron velocity at large electr
fields plays a minor role in the switching cycle. The voltag
characteristic without velocity overshoot~Fig. 2! shows a
small delay, however switch closure is still obtained. A tim
evolution of the electric field when overshoot of electrons
excluded is shown in Fig. 4~d!. The electric field produced
by large space charge gradients and the spatial nonuniform
of the laser is large enough for avalanche to occur. The larg
electric fields which result from the lower conductivity asso
ciated with negative differential resistance does not appe
necessary to enhance the electric field for intrinsic avalanc
to occur.

Two radiation transport effects are not included in th
model which may be important to these results. The first is
reduction in the generation of band-gap radiation due to tra
ping at, for example, EL2 centers. The second is an increas
rate of photoionization of these deep traps which might com
pensate for the reduced photogeneration resulting from fi
ing those traps. For an electron trapping cross section
5310215 cm2,19 deep trapping competes with direct recom
binations when their densities exceed 0.01p. Since the carrier
densities of interest are large~1017–1018 cm23! it is not
likely that deep trapping will be important in pure material
The effect of deep traps on radiation transport is an unce
tainty and should be addressed in future studies.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A two-dimensional time-dependent computer model ha
been used to investigate the commutation in an intrins
GaAs coplanar pulsed power switch operated in the nonli
ear mode and activated with a laser spot. Results from t
model show that transport of band-to-band recombinatio
radiation plays an important role in carrier generation an
transport in these devices. Reabsorption of radiation is
mechanism that allows carriers to appear to move across
device at speeds greater than their saturation velocities. R
absorption of the radiation produces carriers in regions
high electric field, leading to avalanche and extension of th
high conductivity, low electric field region. This ultimately
reduces the electric field at the contacts, which allows for th
closing of the switch. In this regard, the method of switc
closure is similar to that for streamers in gas phase switch
such as spark gaps.20 The model also predicts that the switch
is sensitive to the location of the activating laser pulse. Le
laser fluence is required when the laser spot is located n
the cathode than near the anode. This may be explained
the larger rate of avalanche by electrons compared to hol
The diffusion model for radiation transport used here is on
an approximation, and the effects of deep traps on radiati
transport should be investigated. These results suggest a
radiation transport algorithm is warranted to further examin
these processes. The nonlinear mode of operation of h
power semiconductor switches also produces filamentati
of the current across the switch. This three-dimensional e
fect will also require more sophisticated modeling.
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